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Abstract. The development of adequate simulation models from geometric CAD assemblies is one

of the most important tasks in early design phases. With this step requiring a lot of manual effort,

the desire for a process efficiency improvement via an automated solution rises. In order to derive

information about the assembly to build Finite-Element (FE) models, various different steps have to

be taken which require visual assessment and engineering evaluation, knowledge and judgement. The

approach described in this research mimics the engineer’s logic and way of thinking to automate these

steps. Thereof, the recognition of entities plays a fundamental role for further processing. To achieve

the desired recognition, methods have been developed to retrieve criteria like form, function, context

and positioning from the available geometry data. The developed recognition framework supports and

provides a component categorization so that specifically optimized process chains for each category can

be implemented, depicting a more robust and reasonable overall process.

1 Introduction

Simulations of structures play an essential role during design and development phases of products of

various kind. These simulations help to estimate the behaviour of a component, predict its dynamic

characteristics and evaluate its durability. The outcome of those studies is the basis for design improve-

ments, safety or limit conditions evaluations. The most common simulation technique in general and

especially in the field of aero engine development is the Finite Element Method (FEM). Simple and

single components do not require a lot of effort to be converted to a FE model because of little or no

boundary conditions. However, to derive a simulation model from a complex Computer-Aided-Design

(CAD) assembly numerous time-consuming and manual tedious tasks have to be executed. Due to the

effort required to transfer the geometric model to a structural FE analysis model, extensive design studies
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are not practical and thus, the demand for a better integrated and automated solution rises.

To meet this challenge, Hamri et al. [1] propose an intermediate model between the CAD and CAE

model to keep the link from the FE model and results to the initial geometry. Nevertheless, in case of a

change of properties and interfaces maintaining the correct boundary conditions in the updated simulation

model is rather impossible in complex assemblies. In a later work [2], methods, models and tools are

investigated in order to automate the CAD pre-processing for simulation purposes but applications on

complex assemblies like aero engine models do still imply issues. In [3], a similar path is pursued by

evaluating a CAD-CAE integration by using a top-level integrated model being parent to both CAD and

CAE model. Interface and feature information is stored in this model and basis for idealizations like

detail removal or dimensional reduction. The main focus is put on single components, thus the change

of interfaces and boundary conditions in assemblies is not directly accessed.

The application of boundary conditions, simplification of components while maintaining a satisfactory

compromise between model accuracy and detail [4] and a well-founded set-up of FE properties are

exemplary tasks which the engineering team has to accomplish. Furthermore, a general and direct CAD

to FE conversion is not robust, not leading to the desired results or is even not possible in many cases.

The aim of this research is to mimic the way of thinking and logic of the engineer and to make decisions

based on component and sub-assembly recognition. By identifying components and assigning them

to categories, the developed recognition framework allows streamlining and specifically optimizing the

process for each category, making it a more robust and comprehensible approach.

1.1 Related works

The fundamental problem of this topic is subject to many researches. Even though the objective might

differ, the basic desire still remains similar: the automated recognition of circumstances and entities for

design analysis and using the design information for various purposes.

One of these research works is [5] by Nolan et al. which focusses on automatically identifying interfaces

required for subsequent simulation or important geometric entities. The application of this idea is shown

in [6] on the example of a sector of a bolted flange connection. Boussuge et al. [7] deal with identifying

structures on the example of an aeronautical CAD assembly in form of a root joint model. In this work

the identification of interfaces is also substantial in order to apply correct boundary conditions, e.g. bolt

connections, and geometric pre-processing. This idea is also addressed by Shahwan et al. in [8] who

make use of behavioural reasoning from components interfaces to components functions for FE analyses.

From a general point of view, the engineer is dealing with this task by visually identifying interfaces and

components, deriving functions of parts using engineering and general knowledge, evaluating potential

representations in the simulation on the basis of experience and applying the boundary conditions man-

ually. The key idea behind this is identifying three dimensional objects which is also a common topic

in other fields like computer graphics. Several approaches to recognize 3D objects have been developed

in the last years. An exemplary technique is the analysis of 3D parts using ontology where the face

adjacency graph is the major object descriptor [9]. Similar to this, Cicec et al. [10] also work on part

recognition by accessing the relations between geometric entities like faces. Di Stefano et al. [11] make

also use of topology and feature semantics in order to analyse a given CAD part. The features to be

recognized in this research are mainly from the machining domain such as turning and milling features.

Tangelder et al. [12] and Iyer et al. [13] present an overview of common approaches for 3D shape
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analysis.

Introducing part context means elevating the perspective level from single components to an assem-

bly. This has been investigated by Deshmukh et al. in [14] where a content-based search technique is

developed in order to improve reusability in the design process. Mating and joints are describing the

relationships between parts which shall serve as criteria for design recognition. Chen et al. [15] follow

a similar idea of analysing components by also considering a kinematic context by interface evaluation.

The product structure and the relations between different parts are analysed afterwards based on this.

In [16] Lupinetti et al. target the objective of reusing existing design knowledge. For this reason, the

attempt is to extract information and knowledge from geometry and associated metadata and to use this

data for matching similar models from a database. Lupinetti et al. further investigates in [17] the creation

and use of this enriched assembly model. A survey and future challenges of this approach are given in

[18]. The method described by Hasan et al. in [19] works with the SolidWorks API to access geometric

information to gather assembly relation information. Similar to previous approaches, a semantic assem-

bly model is built using the gathered information. This assembly model uses separated data in form of

geometrical semantic data represented by form features such as holes and slots and assembly constraints

like alignments and joints.

In summary, most of these works share the same idea but none of them is meeting the challenge of

this research. Geometrical designs are changing, thus making a topology-related shape matching less

reasonable. Furthermore, besides interface analysis more specific information is required to provide an

adequate guideline to the automated CAD-to-CAE process. For this reason, this research has been done

which deals with linking recognition logic to engineering tasks, knowledge and experience.

2 Recognition framework

2.1 Target components

In the example of an aero engine structural assembly, different types of structures either require recog-

nition or their identification can benefit the analysis. The application of boundary conditions in complex

assemblies is a quite tedious process which requires a lot of manual work. Good examples are the

multiple bolt connections present in these assemblies. Due to complexity coming along with contact

simulations, these are commonly replaced by surrogate constructs which have to be applied manually to

the related entities. Apart from increasing the process efficiency, an automation entails also an advantage

for the post-processing due to having direct access to the connections, thus FE nodes and elements.

Clusters of these bolts can be found at component flanges. Especially those bearing the main load path

are decisive for the behaviour of the whole engine, thus depict an important interface, also for post-

processing and deriving flange loads.

Another important interface is the connection between rotary and static sub-assemblies. Due to rotor-

dynamic effects, both systems are usually treated and analysed separately. Nevertheless, the transfer of

forces and loads between both systems has to be maintained. For this reason, the recognition of the

bearing location as well as identifying rotary and static structures is of advantage for the automated

understanding of the whole engine system.

As a result of weight and dimensional restrictions, many components in aero engine assemblies possess

a thin-walled topology. This circumstance is the reason for simplifications using dimensional reduction
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entailing an attractive potential for complexity reduction while maintaining model accuracy. Similar to

this, long and slender structures such as struts are also representable by lower dimensional FE surrogate

models what in turn emphasizes the benefit of their identification.

2.2 Overview of the approach

The fundamental of this approach is the aim to mimic the process an engineer’s way of thoughts during

the development of a structural whole engine model from a geometry. First it is to understand how a

human is accessing the information and in which way this information is processed as such to derive

conclusions from the present geometry. Since aero engine structures depict highly optimized assemblies,

standardization is only present in smaller parts such as bolts. Other components are adapted and op-

timized to the current environment, consequently altering their shape and topology. For this reason, a

purely shape and topology based approach is rather not robust or not achieving the target.

The advantage of the approach presented is that, besides topology, a function, context and positioning

evaluation is supporting the identification. The function that a component is fulfilling in an assembly will

remain the same no matter how the shape is changing. The same idea applies to the context analysis.

Depending on the component category, the weighing of the different identification criteria will differ.

Small standardized parts such as bolts (section 2.5) can be identified purely by shape where as other

components such as bearings (section 2.4.1) also put emphasis on the function aspect. Starting from

basic geometric entities, higher-level components can be recognized based on the context given.

After having identified the components, their categorization can take place. By summarizing this iden-

tification and categorization information to a global database, all desired geometric information can be

accessed directly for later processes.

Assembly database

Bolts

Bearings

Flanges

Rotary groups

Static

Rotary

Casings

Beam structures

Flange connections

Figure 1: Database scheme

2.3 Interferences and interfaces

The interfaces of different components or substructures are of major importance to describe their func-

tion. To set-up a network of interfaces of all assembly components, the first step is to develop methods to

access this interface information from the geometry assembly. After having identified interfaces, it is im-

portant to evaluate the type of interface to derive kinematic conditions. Especially planar and cylindrical

interfaces are of major importance and therefore described in this paper.

Evaluating potential contact faces is a performance-greedy process, So to improve the performance, a

bounding box filter algorithm has been used first. The interference methods provided by NX Open

only retrieve interfaces which are exactly touching. However, due to various reasons, in engineering
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CAD assemblies small tolerances might occur. To consider these, another algorithm has been introduced

which uses a shortest distance method and uses ε as a tolerance parameter. The next issue is to identify a

touching condition between two entities for which further sub-routines have been developed. A pseudo-

code sketching this process is shown in algorithm 1. The sum of all identified interfaces and interferences

are organized in an interface and interference network which is basis for later analyses.

Algorithm 1 Interface analysis

procedure INTERFACE NETWORK

assemblyNetwork←{}
B←{Body | Body ∈ assembly}
TB←{(Bi,B j) | boundingBoxDistance(Bi,B j)< ε ∀(Bi,B j) ∈ B}
TB←{(Bi,B j) | pro jectionDistance(Bi,B j)< ε ∀(Bi,B j) ∈ TB}
for tB ∈ TB do

bodyInter f aces←{}
(B1,B2)← tb
TF ←{(Fi,Fj) | ∀Fi ∈ B1, ∀Fj ∈ B2}
TF ←{(Fi,Fj) | distance(Fi,Fj)< ε, pFi

, pFj
← Points of shortest distance}

for tF ∈ Tf do

d f aceContact ← extractData(tF)
if type( fi) = type(Fj) = ”planar” then

if {normal(Fi) || normal(Fj) and −−−→pFi
pFj
|| normal(Fi)} then

d f aceContact ∪{contactIn f ormation}

else if type(Fi) = type(Fj) = ”cylindrical” then

if {axis(Fi) || axis(Fj) and radii(Fi) = radii(Fj) and −−−→pFi
pFj
⊥ axis(Fi)} then

d f aceContact ∪{contactIn f ormation}
...

bodyInter f aces∪{d f aceContact}

assemblyNetwork∪{bodyInter f aces}

2.4 Entities

2.4.1 Bearings

One of the entities of major importance for model understanding is the category bearings. In order to

identify bearings, the function plays a major role. Bearing rings and the connection to the components

can differ in shape and form drastically, but the function of a bearing will remain the same: it represents

the connection of two rotating parts where the rotating speed of one structure can also be zero, so depict

a static structure. Generally, it consists of an outer and an inner ring, multiple bearing bodies and an

optional bearing cage. Consequently, its interference representation can be illustrated in a simplified

form as in figure 2.

To extract these systems from the assembly, the bearing bodies are first put into focus. In the course

of this research, the focus is set on the most common bearing body types: ball and roller bearings.

Since the shape of them in turn will not change due to standardization, the recognition via shape is a
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Inner ring

Bearing bodies

Outer ring

Bearing cage

Figure 2: Bearing scheme

reasonable approach. Consequently, an algorithm is filtering potential bearing bodies using topology

and grouping them based on shape properties. The information stored in the interface network further

groups them based on their interfaces. Thereof, the derived neighbour bodies are evaluated regarding

quasi-axisymmetry. For a proper assignment of inner and outer ring and optional bearing cage from the

neighbouring parts, a ray tracing algorithm is applied in addition to the interface information. Based on

the gathered information, the bearing entities can be set up. Further information as the bearing axis can

be calculated from the bearing bodies, the boundary conditions of the bearing can be derived from the

interfaces between bearing body and ring(s) and the bearing shape properties are set by the first body

analysis.

2.4.2 Flanges

The next entity of importance for the analysis model set-up are flanges. As described in 2.1, flanges exert

an important influence on the assembly behaviour especially if they are situated in major load paths. The

first step is to evaluate different types of flanges which are common in aero engines as well as in general

assemblies. The most common flange is the flange connecting two components along a circumference

with bolts (figure 3a). Due to assembly reasons, it is also common that a component is divided into two

parts. This means also splitting the flange (figure 3b) and adding an additional flange to assemble both

longitudinal splits (figure 3c).

(a) Standard flange (b) Splitted flange (c) General flange

Figure 3: Flange types

The major aspects for identifying flanges are the function, which is the connection between two or

more components, and shape criteria like flange height, thickness and optional matching flange holes for

bolt connections. Consequently, the starting point is the planar interface information from the interface
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network. These planar interfaces have to be evaluated further to match the flange shape requirements. To

distinguish between the three types of flanges mentioned above the interference network information is

used. If two faces share a planar interface with a single face while both combined match the topology of

the single face, the conditions for a split flange are given. Otherwise, if two single faces are coincident

and they share a topological centric hole, as for example for the gas path, an engine ”standard” flange

is present. The criteria for the third type is given if two faces share the same topology without being

quasi-axisymmetric nor sharing a centric hole from a topological point of view.

The next step is to project all related faces to a shared plane created by the face normal. By this, the

touching condition is analysed in more detail and furthermore, information concerning maximum and

minimum flange height is extracted. The flange thickness is defined by the distance to the rear side of the

flange. In order to derive the rear faces, a similar approach to algorithm 1 is applied using face properties

and a distancing approach. From this set of faces, the closest within a tolerance define the corresponding

rear face or faces. The last criterion is the distribution of shared flange holes. The edges defining the

holes are derived via a topological analysis of the faces. Starting from these edges, crawling through

adjacency to the rear flange face yields the whole chain of entities required for bolt connections, e.g.

hole inner faces. Having extracted these flange holes, they can be matched to the partner flange to create

a programming structure describing a flange hole connection.

All this information and further information regarding flange chains is stored in the assembly database

within structured classes to allow an easy access for further processing.

2.5 Bolts

Staying in the topic of component connections, bolts can be found at flanges or as general connection

entity in the assembly. Due to the implied complexity, bolts are often not implemented in the geometry

assemblies designed for structural analysis. In this case the bolt properties are approximated on basis of

hole diameter and further circumstances. However, if bolts are introduced, they can be identified using

only shape criteria due to their standardization. In terms of standardization, the number of different types

of bolts is often kept to a minimum. As exemplary application case in this research, the analysis of a

double-hex bolt is put into focus.

The major features that are crucial for bolt recognition is on the one hand the thread and on the other

hand the bolt or nut head form. In complex assemblies the thread is also modelled in a symbolic way to

keep the complexity as low as possible. Consequently, the approach used in this recognition framework

is focussing on the head form. An exemplary bolt and its sorted face adjacency graph are shown in

figure 4a and 4b. The face formation shaping the head is defined by standardized relations and properties

which can be retrieved from face data and the face adjacency graph, shown in green. Since both bolt and

nut contain this relation structure, they are distinguished using a ray tracing technique along the center

line. After having identified the target head faces for the tool, the remaining body can be analysed using

topological operations in order to extract further bolt properties.

In the presented recognition framework, if bolts are recognized, their properties are used for the FE

surrogate model set-up otherwise these properties are approximated on basis of the present geometry

conditions.
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(a) Double-Hex bolt (b) Topology network

Figure 4: Bolt topology

2.6 Higher-Level entities

Rotary groups

As shown in figure 1 in section 2.2, the bearings can be used due to their function to build up a context

for retrieving sub-assembly groups. In combination with the interference network, an algorithm has been

developed to assess connected paths while having the bearings as interfaces to other paths. Working on

these interfaces, it is possible to combine the gained information to separated groups and the related inner

and outer bearing interfaces as shown in scheme 5.

Component

Bearing

Figure 5: Rotary group graph

To further exploit this information, the next step is to transfer the knowledge of aero engines to these

groups. In aero engines, the main rotary assemblies are wrapped by the static structural system, meaning

that the stationary system only has inward interfaces to the rotating sub-assembly. Furthermore, these

rotary structures and especially the low-pressure rotor depict comparably slender structures along the

center axis in all standard aero engine architectures. With a sub-assembly analysis and the information

derived from the rotary group identification this logic can be transferred to the digital recognition. The

results lead to a clear specification of low-pressure, optional intermediate pressure and high-pressure

rotor assemblies as well as to the stationary structure. This information in turn could serve as further

identification aspects for rotor entities as for example discs, the burner section and consequently also for

compressor and turbine groupings.

Beam structures

From these stationary structures, another category of interest for identification are beam-like structures.

Due to their nature, a dimensional reduction to 1D FE elements can bring performance improvements
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while keeping the implied error relatively low. Recognizing these components is relatively straight-

forward for the human eye and brain but recognition on the basis of computational data is a more delicate

problem. The technique applied for this category is utilizing general mass properties as for example

inertia axes. On the basis of these axes, an oriented bounding box is set up to measure the maximum

dimensions of the present part. The presented recognition framework then sets the dimensions into

relation to evaluate the component and to specify it as beam-like structure. The next step in a subsequent

process is the retrieval of reasonable cross-sections for the beam FE elements.

Casings

A similar drive is leading to the specification of the casing category. As mentioned in section 2.1, they

are of special interest due to their mainly thin-walled topology. Casings by definition imply the fact

that they are wrapped around something, in this case they surround the gas path. This fact is leading to

a quasi-axisymmetric set-up and the direction being collinear to the engine axis. Topological data and

geometric entities as for example faces are providing information to identify these characteristics. A

high percentage of faces relative to their area being directed along engine axis is an access point for the

recognition framework. Furthermore, a mathematical construct similar to the bounding box but on basis

of cylindrical coordinates is developed and applied to describe the cylindrical properties of the casing

structure. In a subsequent process, the identified potential casings structures are further analysed towards

an automated transfer to the CAE environment.

3 Application

After all these methods have been implemented using the programming interface NX Open of the soft-

ware Siemens NX, the first application runs have been done on aero engine assemblies. In the scope

of this work, an exemplary scientific engine model named DemoEngine is shown as application case in

figure 6a. The interface network described in section 2.3 is visualized and shown in figure 6c. Taking

a closer look reveals structures similar to the graph in figure 2. The identified and categorized rotary

groups identified by the framework are depicted in figure 6b.

A graphical user interface (GUI) is guiding the user to the categories and simple action buttons identify

and reveal the target components and categories. On account of the developed techniques, the recog-

nition framework is able to set-up a database for various purposes as for example CAD pre-processing

and boundary condition application. A performance overview is given in table 1. The approach which

also takes modelling tolerances into account is more computational expensive due to several reasons

(method 2). However, this method introduces an improved robustness to the process. As a result of the

internal kernel of Siemens NX, thus NX Open, all methods are limited to a single CPU core. Conse-

quently, a multi-CPU realization could improve the performance drastically. Nevertheless, it has to be

kept in mind that for example manually identifying all bearings and all potential flange connection along

with connection holes remains a more time-consuming task for the engineer.

Table 1: Performance evaluation on DemoEngine model

Model # Parts # Interferences Method 1 [s] Method 2 [s]

DemoEngine 279 475 128.8 300.8
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(a) Aero engine model (DemoEngine) (b) Rotary groups identification

(c) Interface network

Figure 6: Application of the recognition framework

4 Conclusion

This work presents a method to mimic the engineer’s work in the process of creating a simulation model

for present geometry assemblies. The fundamental idea is that the steps taken are defined and guided

by a precedent recognition and evaluation. Especially realizing and transferring the logics and way of

thoughts behind these steps to computer language has been identified as the key problem. In the scope of

this work, the application case aero engine with specific entities of interest for structural analyses is put

into focus. However, the main concept can be applied to various fields and also to more wider field of

target components. In summary, the results show that automating the process of geometry identification

can substantially improve process efficiency and is also able to maintain and provide reasonable data

to later analyses. With the developed recognition framework, a fundamental starting point for applying

category-specific optimized methods and a streamlined process is given.
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